ANTIOCH OF PISIDIA

Measured Details of the City Gate, Temple of Augustus & Stoa, and the Propylum (Arch of Tiberius) by Frederick J. Woodbridge
Städte Pamphylium und Pisidien
K. G. Zanckowskii
Section of roughly cut blocks broken along line X-Y and complete of section. Various length: 14 ft. 95.

Plan of block cut for position as niche.

Long elevation.

Short elevation.

Semicircles in plan.
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

[Diagrams of architectural details with measurements and annotations]
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

Broken surface

Corinthean capital broken

96 deep
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

Profile same as elevation on p. 4.
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

Fragment of Spandrel with Cap of Upper Order

1/62
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

[Diagram of architectural elements]
TRIUMPHAL ARCH

Fragments of Spandrel

This Block is Upright Down— it joins the one below—
TRIUMPHAL ARCH
The elevation has a nearly symmetrical cap, 57 pieces at min. width on a 55 lift.
THE AQUEDUCT OF ANTIOCH

TYPICAL BAYS

[Diagram of typical bays]
THE AQUEDUCT OF ANTIOCH

Transverse Section

The Tunnel on the Mountaintopside

Long. Section
FRAGMENTS FROM THE BASILICA

Small Architrave

Base of Cippolino(?) Marble

Fragment of Volute, 3.5 inches
This drum, now completed in two, was when intact 1.432 m. long.

80 (diam)  
Upper

84 (diam)  
Lower

This drum has been badly broken about .70 above its base.

Scale: Each square is .025 on a side.
THE AUGUSTEA

2 sqm depressions diagonally cut approx. windward 32 sqm 1.07 deep
At center air between 1/10 to sides of auges
a hole 0.2 & 0.16 and 0.20 high.

Scale: 1:20
THE AUGUSTEUM

With centrum 27 

beginning 4.0 back and a little to r. of center another large depression 0.5 deep and ca.

271.37.

Moulding carry around 3 sides.
Black broken 0.5 back.

.33 back on center line a hole .03 square .07 deep.
THE AVGVSTEVM (Cont.)

Stones above this similar 2.1.45 long, .45 high; 1.50 long, .45 high; 1.42 long, .44 high.

Orthostate blocks = .1.16 + .1.31 = .24 ≈ .92, partially on 3 edges only.

Rubble on cella wall

similar 1.24 long, .45 high.
1.30 .43

Some rubbings slightly outlined thus

Pilaster width: .92 at base
.91 orthostate
915 = 91

.875 = .875
.87

.842 = .845
.855

S. E. face

N. E. face

ORTHOSTATE OF PILASTER OF EAST CORNER
THE AVGVSTEVN (Cont)

Top Block of Cella Wall with Anteporta

Top blocks of pederes, pilasters, etc., block shown on pp. 34 and 35; this in relation with rustication on projection of pederes.
THE AVGUSTEVM (CONT)
THE AUGUSTEUM (Cont.)

Upper part of bed mould?

Small mirror surface.

Another tetrastyle block 1.15 long and 31 high - upper member (very broken? 8 divisions; 8 spaces).

On the inner

with outer 50 back of face of plinth - a closed hole.

Note: 25 centre sets back of back of plinth

Antennae Ornament as shown.

The plinth 25 back of extremum projection of eigenius.

Both are set 1.25 deep; and finished, breaking up back.

Mended detail.
THE AVGVSTEVM
S.W. corner of pediment.

Rake - 32 in. 90 -

Upper surface almost flat.

Roughly cut surface.

Rough surface began
60. 25 in. 1, 4 of face of column.

Detail of raising bed mould at NE corner of pediment showing mouldings linear in points of angle.
Dimensions are approximate. Rough cut masonry rock of cella makes shelves for bench around 3 sides of cella of cella. Taped as shown above with cut stone.
Rough block in cella. 50-55 deep.

Another block 47 x 50 + broken 1.30 long

47 of face finished, other rough finished 15-20 high.

Touch at this point vertical on upper surface which is smooth finished 6.8 cm. in 4.5 cm. from circumference.
THE AVGUSTEV

Roof - Tiles -

[Diagrams of roof tiles]

Flat Tile
Details of the Doric Order

The Semicircular Stoa

Details of the Doric Order
SEMICIRCULAR STOA

Details of the Doric Order
Details of the Ionic Order.
THE PROPYLAEA

On upper side of these [etching] leaves 05 to 08 inches, arranged in current.

AVGUSTO PONTIFL

IMP. CAESARI AVGUSTO. PONTIFICI, MAXIMO.

TRIBUNICIAE POTESTATIS. XXII. COS. XIII

2 B.C.

(Cinfr.) T. Caesarii Auquesto Pontifici Maximo

TRIBUNICIAE POTESTATIS. XXII. COS. IV

21 AD
Nicholas Goodhue will telephone at 4:00.

A call from Mrs. Moses (?) in U.S.A. should arrive about 4:00.
**THE PROPYLEA**

**N.B.** Then three holes all fully with corresponding holes of south, back of A) on steps. (5, middle of base)